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When long-time Kentucky sheriff Lew Mattock is
shot and killed by a drug-addicted teenager, chief
deputy Harlan Dupree, tasked with solving the
crime, begins to doubt the law as his investigation
takes him into the county's burgeoning
prescription-drug trade and brings him closer to
an unlikely suspect.

Investigating her own suspicions about an
injured car dealership owner's suicide, Belfast
detective Serena Flanagan seeks the advice of a
rector associated with the case only to discover
that he is struggling with his own loss of faith
and difficult personal challenges.

by Jesse Donaldson

by Stuart Neville

The Cellar

Infam
Infamyy

Allowed a bedroom, clothing and nominally
improved treatment when the teen son of the
African-immigrant family that enslaves her goes
missing, Muna hides her cleverness from her
captors and the Scotland Yard while hatching
terrible plans.

New York District Attorney Butch Karp and his
crime-fighting wife, Marlene, place their lives in
danger to seek justice for a murdered FBI
associate while exposing security-compromising
corruption at the highest levels of government.

by Minette Walters

by Robert Tanenbaum

Reckless Creed

The Kept W
Woman
oman

Ex-Marine Ryder Creed, his K9 search-andrescue dogs and FBI agent Maggie O'Dell team
up for a dire and mysterious case involving two
suspicious suicides and a lake where a huge flock
of snow geese is found dead.

A long-awaited latest entry in the best-selling
series pits Georgia detective Will Trent against
the dark forces of a case that threatens to destroy
him. By the author of Pretty Girls.

by Alex Kava

by Karin Slaughter

The T
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respasser

Perfume Riv
River
er

An ongoing campaign to intimidate her out of
the Murder Squad complicates Detective
Antoinette Conway's high-pressure investigation
into the death of a highly polished and
unsettlingly familiar woman whose demise
reveals a growing number of secrets.

The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Good
Scent From a Strange Mountain presents the
story of a single North Florida family shaped
and overshadowed by the Vietnam War and the
estrangements between the fathers, sons and
brothers who supported or protested against it.

by Robert Olen Butler

by Tana French
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amily Plot
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cho

by Cherie Priest

by Anne Holt

When a potentially lucrative historic property is
offered to her father's salvaging company, Dahlia
is alarmed when graves are found on the
property and the estate's owner goes missing just
as a series of bizarre events reveal that the crew is
being targeted by hostile forces.

When a popular celebrity chef is found
murdered on the steps of the Oslo police
headquarters, police investigator Billy T. and
long-absent Hanne Wilhelmsen team up for an
investigation that reveals that few people really
knew the victim or his mysterious activities.
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